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Former Name "THE CLAYTON ENTERPRISE" Until After September 10th.
Pubished in the Interest of Clayton, Union County and Country in General.

Clayton, Union County,

VOL. II.

to joint statehood and says so in
the following few words: "We
will never vote joint statehood
with arizona, for wo believe and
Subscription, onu Jem-- $2.00.
know that wo are entitled to the
Subscription, six months, t.2".
union by ourselves, and with onr
er
Advertising rates fifty cents per dear name, New
inch each month, single column.
Stockman.
Reading notices five cents per line,
To which the ''Tucumcari
each'insertion.
Times" most unkindly comments:
Is it possible that N. Faustina Gull,
Last week a little shoot started egos
is publishing u republican paper
in
p next door to our office and
in Clayton, the "El Wnix" and a dem
the wisdom of tlie managing ed- ocratic paper at Logan, tlie"La Oon.
itor, it was thought nothing but iea?" Probably there are not is many
proper to assail R. Q. Palmer, land notices at Logan as at Clayton.
and leaving the decision to the We don't understand the motive.
It's a shame for the two brother
public as to whether we were
of Clayton Land Office
recipients
guilty of theft or not. tThe pubto
like that.
quarrel
favors
lic must have decided not, as we
are still permitted to run at large, THF REINCORPORATION
and one thief is all we can stand
OF CLAYTON.
to prey on the public at the same
time. What we are accused of i Our readers are well acquainted
taking is the patent side of our with the status of the present innewspaper w.hich came directed corporation of Clayton. An into us and charged to us in the junction has been issued by Judge
same manner as it has ever since Mills restraining the collection
our existence in the newspaper of licenses, an J last week the
business in Clayton, there was Board of Trustees, composed of
no question about it. TheWestern Messrs. O. T. Toombs. N. E.
Newspaper Union from which Charlton, Paz. Valverde. Cyrus
the paper was ordered knew of Richmond and Carl Eklund was
the existence of. no Arm under served with writs of quo warthat name than ours, in fact ttiey ranto directing them to show by
transgressed the law when they what authority they were exerused our name in ordering ma- cising the office and functions
larial for their outfit. We do not and privileges of Trustees of the
care to harass the public with City of Clayton, These, of course,
our personal affairs, and all we are the legal proceedings for
have to say' is that W. 1 Eaton testing the validity of our presis directing the editorials of this ent incorporation.',Monday of this weeka petition,
"slanderous sheet, which fact
made known to, the people of so drawn as to cover the defects
Union County and surrounding alleged to exisUuid to vitiate the
country is sufficient evidence of present incorporation was circulated by different enterprising
flio untruthfulness of the
and progressive citizens,'' 'and at
the time of going to press conApropos to the editorial in tains PU nnmes.
The right of local self governlast week's Enteupkise concerning the Clayton Cemetery, we are ment is the fundamental princiinformed of a report that has ple upon which our government
This right is one
been circulated to some extent, is established.
"to the effect that Mr. Eklund which in this Territory, where
wished the Cemetery removed we are under Federal supervisWe ion is felt by every citizen of the
from its present location.
know this to be an incorrect im- Territory, and is the motive pow
pression as we are advised of n er which is moving this Territoproposition which Mr. Eklund ry and Arizona in their struggle
taade to the City Council when for statehood.
the question of improving the An incorporated town properly
present conditions was brought governed and managed, with
before that body, Mr. Eklund progressive and patriotic trusthen proposed to sell the ground tees at the helm of its affairs is
to the city, or if it was the desire a miniature state. It will have
tf the people to remove them, to an executive, legislative and ju
donate $250.00 towaid such re- dicial power, and no one living
moval. We do not know of a within the" proposed incorporat
better location than thin and ed district can gainsay the fact
there" is such a strong possibility that Clayton tit this time needs
of some graves beinsf overlooked such a legal entity as to entitle
In case of removal, thnt we earn- it to the exercising of these
estly urge tho purchase, not only functions.
Clayton and Union County is
of the present boundaries but
of enough' additional to insure at the present on the threshold
an abundance of space for all of progress. The next 12 or 15
, months
will decide whether it
luture needs and for broad
will
be
live, progressive and
a
walks and shrubbery, and
wealthy
or whether it will
city,
urge
we
that this should be done
idle
and
see other towns
stand
tit the earliest possible date. Nor
magic
like
from the
should it be left to any hidividu springing
til, or organizatio- n- it Is a ques hills and prairies around it, Ink
tion which concerns Clayton and ing from it its trade a'ul its patthe surrounding country and as ronage, till eventually it will
huch appeals k the whole com become "The Deserted Village,"
munity.
of Now Mexicowhose oistenco
within the next generation Will
'L;v Croniciv" in tho name of a bo
attested only by dienel
hew weekly newspaper published houses and grassy streets, retit Logan, Union county, on the membered only by th'J oldest inKock Island. It is democratic habitants. V The incorporation
In politics and N. Fuilstine (ial-- .
as proposed will empower Claylegos, editor of El fVuix, at Clay- ton with the right aad authority
ton, is the publisher and mana-Ber- ; to clean
its streets, to drain its
"La Cronica" is opposed lake, to gire it (suitable police
PUBLISHED EVKltY FRIDAY,

Palmer, Editor.
ft.
LODISK CUVKR, Associate Editor.
Q.

,

Mexico.-Spring--

&y

'

drive-Ways-

N. M.,

Friday, August 31, 1906.

and fire protection. It will then
be in a position to invite the out
skiers to make this their home,
and will be the foundation upon
which a Clayton greater and
grander can be built. ' Incorpor
ation is .synonymous with progj
ress and industry .Kind while
recognize that its ot iginal powers
can be misdirected, we do not
fear this outcome as long as we
have the cultured, educative and
progressive class of citizenship
which makes us, unincorporated
as we are,
Pride of the

Plains," of Now Mexico.
'Immigration, proposed

N

27.

WE ARE NOW HANDLING

WINDMILLS
PIPES, and WELL CASING
In' car lots, and can save you money
Besides giving you the very best
Of service.

Try us.

ROBERT W. ISAACS,

Clayton,

N. M.

Field fence, House fence, Barbed
Wire and Corrugated Iron in
Stock. FirstClass Tin Shop

,

health, wealth and pro
gress demand incorporation. For
get personal differences, petty
jealousies and past animosities,
Be citizens! Be Americans! Be
men! with but. one motive, one
move, one mind -- the betterment
of Clayton and home.
Evidence
this" by working and voting for
the incorporation of the City of
Clayton, which can be done by
signing this petition. ,
A

No.

In Connection.

G,

L

Marsh

Luimber Yard

Public Retraction and
Sincere Apology.

nnrinif u ureal local strife, in Stm- nysiile, involving the death 'f my
newspaper, the Siiiih.vside Sun, with
tinlial- mind and nerves completely
aneed 1 inserted v local notice, of the
deatli of mv old friend. Lee W idler of
Clayton, and neclectinjZ to read the
proof 1 found, to my mut surprise
and sorrow, when the paper oame, out
that the type had heeii made to rend
different to what 1 Intended or ever
wrote. It was u li; mistake, It was a
sad mistake, and caiiM il the wrony;
construction to 1" placed on the whole
item, and for which I iinud ready to
make tho amend honorable- by this
sincere and public retract ion, anil
sincerely assure tin? friends of the
deceased and the town of Clayton that
no offence to either was Intended, a
wronjj construction was therefore,
placed upon the item, by my enemies,
and my inclining and good intention s
were, therefore, transformed to Imply
or mean the reverse of what I intended.
Therefore, with profound sorrow and
a true christian spirit, I humbly beg
and ask the forgiveness and mercy of
tilt friends and relatives of the deceased for this mistake
.1. K. Curren,
Kditor defunct Sniniyside Sun.

Dealer in a

kinds of Building Material. Builder's Hard

ware, Paints, Oils &c.

A

good stock always on hand.

Clayton,

New Mex:r

CLAYTON LAND COMPANY
We are in the land business and
Want your property to list

1

AND TO SELL.

We are in a position to handle it
with benefit to you and Ourselves.
Come in and talk it over with us.

CLAYTON LAND COMPANY

The Delay In Our School
Building Unavoidable.

--

Kenton
1'iirs
Prices,

THE CLAYTON
iwss CAFE 4&m,BB"- -

' Wu.learned from the Hoard of
School Trustees of this District Meals and Lunches at All
Day and Night.
thnt tho party to whom the school
.
.Pastry,
Dread,
bonds were sold is now ubout en-

tirely sntisfied lis to the legality
and regularity of the issue, and
the Board is in anticipation of
the early receipt of the proceeds
of the sale. So, it is hoped that
the construction of the new
school building will begin very
soon now.
We are informed by the Hoard
that they have been delayed for
i
the past thirty days for the

y

l'a-hoi-

that the purchaser

of

the

;!
H

Vegetables.
Fruit,
Hams, Jlacon.
The Dest (ioods at the Howes!
Prices.

"BEN'S PLACE "

(17

22.'il)
ttliYOO

If you need

hardware or Implements it will pay you to
write me.

A. W. TANNEiR.

Kenton, Okla.
other drills and continue till the
matter is determined to a reasG. L. COOK.
onable certainly whether a body
of copper oar exists in that loDeal Estate and Homestead
cality. The group of claims se
locating Agents.
cured from the Maclcy boys and
Stock nought and sold on
Prank .7. King, embracing about
Commission.
lOo acres which will give the
Texan
company a wide tield to operate Tcxlinc,
us
that
Mr. (leddcs Informs
In.

bonds has consumed that period
of time making his own investi
gations touching the validity of
the bonds. Wc will be glad Indeed to see this very beautiful
addition to our present chool it coiilniet for H,U0) feet of proshouse erected bet ween now find pect Work will be made with a
we have
the holidays, whl-reputable company. This would
now to bcllevn Will be done. Indicate that something will be
doing near u.i in the way of minThe Hohr.OdoVs Mining Com- ing before many days and what
pany of Jlaton New Mexico, com-- , Is
most encouraging in the matposed of leading capitalists ami
ter Is that it is going to be done
tinanced by tho Raton National
by men who have been in the
Dank, lias secured valuable min
work and know how to .strike--mieral prospects in Peacock canon
promoters who live in the
and contracted to begin work
west, -- Cimarron News.
within 00 days with a corn or
vn-so-

Inch Wilson
Font windmills
Foot ( 'liiiinpioii Mo with

n

ne

tit

THE CITY MARKET.
R. T. MANSKtR,

Prop.

Fresh and Halt Meats.
Taney Orw.iHcs,
Country Produce,
Choice Fruits,
X'egetables,
Always In Stock,

Phone No. I

Clayton, N. Mj

,

J.
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THE FIRST A UTOMOBILE, NOW

GIRLS BEST FARM

ON EXHIBITION IN PARIS
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Men

Will

Will Not Stay No Matter What
Inducements, Are Offered.

Battle Creek, Mich. Farmers around
Battle Creek who expected an Improvement in the farm labor proposition this summer are disappointed.
Not only are harvest hands as scarce
as they were a year ago, but they are
even harder to get, have advanced
ideas S3 to the wages, and make the
farmers agree to concessions that a
few years ago would have created
untold laughter.
Good farm hands are getting as
high as $1.50 a day within a few miles
of Battle Creek, with board and lodging thrown in, and In many cases the
use of a horse and carriage. One

Paris. What

Is undoubtedly the first automobile, constructed in 1770. was recently placed on exhi
here and has attracted a great deal of attention. It was planned and built by C. J. Cug- not, who was evidently more than a century in advance of his time, and, had it not been for a French revolution, it may be that Cugnot's name would occupy the place in history that is held by George Stephenson, inventor of the locomotive. The original automobile consisted of a wooden chassis, or body, on three wheels.
The boiler, a kettle-likcontrivance, was in front and the single fore wheel was driven by two cylinders. The
steering apparatus was much like that of the present day and the machine was undoubtedly equipped with
e

tires.

LOG HOTEL WHICH

shakie. It was a unique society Junction. Each of the numerous guests
went home from it with a costly gift
from the hostess. One young lady
was given a saddle, another a beautiful and costly souvenir spoon with an
elk's tooth set in the handle and the
others received gifts equally valuable.
This remarkable woman, who has
made a snug fortune out of a little
ranch house In the wilds of Wyoming,
is educated, rellned and accomplished
and there Is not a more gracious hostess in the stale than she. This keepe."
of a ranch house has gowns that
would attract attention in any large
city.
So wide has become the fame of
Mrs. Becker's ranch house and so
great its popularity t'nat a handsome
addition is being built.

IS FAMOUS.

Interest. Not long ago Mrs. Becker
sent an order to New Ycrk for $1,000
worth of cut glass and that $1,000
worth Is not all she has. Besides her
valuable collection of cut glass, china
Has Finer Cut Glass, China and Silver and silverware Mrs. Becker has many
hundred dollars' worth of Navajo
Than Any Other House In State
blankets and Indian curios. She made
Hostess Is Refined
an army officer's wife a gift of five or
and Educated.
six hundred dollars' worth of blankets
and curios recently and thought nothLander, Wyo. A little
ing of It. She la a western woman
log ranch house In Wyoming, and does things in a western way.
with sage brush land stretching away
Not long ago Mrs. Becker gave a
from it in all directions and with only party at her ranch house to which she
a lumbering mountain stage coach invited some of the best and best
drawn by four horses connecting it known folk in Lander and army offwith the outside world, has In it more icers and their --;ives from Fort Wa
and finer cut glass, china and silver
than any other house, public or pri- ISOCCCCOGCOOOSCOOSOSOOSCCOOOOOOCOOCCOCOSCOCOSOOOOOOCQf
vate, in this state.
MELONS. track on the ground. No such a sight
CORN
FOR
Arapahoe boasts not near fifty souls DESERT
was ever before seen in the southwest
nil told, liut the traveler going by
stage from Lander to Shoshone will More Money Made from, Juicy Fruit, country. No train of 20 cars, containing watermelons alone, was ever beSay Oklahoma Farmers.
find its ranch house an uncommonly
fore pulled out of Oklahoma. The
good one at which to stay overnight,
sweet variety has been
Lawton, Ok. The greatest water- Alabama
for Mrs. Hecker, Its gracious hostess,
does not spend all her money cn orna- melon shipping station of the south- adopted by the melon farmers. This
ments for her table. She always west is Cement, Ok., a small town on Is a long, striped melon of yellow and
makes enough to pay the salaries of the Frisco railroad, 30 miles east of lead colors.
Tho shipping of this seaThe production this year will be
two
Chinese cooks and to Lawton.
son's crop began two weeks ago and double that of last year and the acresupply her table with delicacies.
Many ranch houses look neither to date 120 cars have been shipped to age Is In tho Bame Vatlo. The quality
more nor less Inviting from the out- Kansas City, St. Louis and Denver. of melon !s also better and the deside than does this cue. Dirt, poor Before the season closes more than mand has been greater.
B. C. Lutes, a lessee of some Indian
In
food, cracked dishes, wretched serv- 500 cars will have been shipped.
ice and insufferably bad beds compose a radius of a few miles of Cement allotments in the Indian pasture south
Tho traveler Is tftre are 700 acres planted In melons of here, this year has cultivated 200
the accommodations.
agreeably surprised, then, when he this year. The average production to acres of melons, the seeds from which
finds the wealth of cut glass, china the acre Is 500 melons, or about half he is selling to a Kansas City seed
house for 12 cents per pound. The
and silverware which graces Mrs. a car load.
Tho melons placed on the track at juice Is being manufactured into a
Ilecker's table, excellent service, every
delicacy that a city market affords, Cement bring tho producers an aver- syrup by a new process. His crop Is
cleanliness everywhere, eusy chairs age of $30 per acre. At this rate there unusually fine and he has found that
and conches, beds fresh and comfort- will be Bhipped from that point this more money can be realized from the
able and an atmosphere of refinement. year 330,000 melons that will place in growing of melons than from any
Mrs. Ilecker's cut glaBS, china and the pockets of the producers $35,000. other branch of farming.
Recently there was a scarcity of
silverware are the pride and the deNew South Wales Growing.
light of Arapahoe and all of the coun- cars and during the few days InterThe population of New South Wales
tryside round abcut it. Even the In- vening between the last shipment and
diana who have got a glimpse of them the arrival of more cars 20,000 melons, on June 30 was 1,540,240, an Increase
regard them with sort f proprietary or 20 car loads, were piled along the of 9,540 for the quarter.
REMARKABLE RANCH HOUSE IN
WILDS OF WYOMING.

one-stor-

six-roo-

first-clas-

s

BRITISH

Biggest Oyster in the World.
BIGGEST OYSTER IN THE WORLD
Monster Columbia River Bivalve
Exhibition in Minnesota.

on

Minneapolis, Minn. Lying upon the
floor of a little shop on Fifth street Is
tho great twin throne of the "king of

oysters."

GUNNERS

DEAD SHOTS

lies are

in.on Hnntl
Write for cloth unmplos of my
Tniloreil sultn, inaile hjr I. Kudo, the little tu.lor,
St.,
Curiia
and
liiU

actor seldom retires until he is

An

played out.

MVMSM(SMSSSiSMHH,BHM

Denver Directory

Finest rooms and equipment, beat
actual buelness
teachers,
methods.
Awarded many gold medals for superiority. Fall term opens August 21st.
for beautiLowest rates. Write y
ful free catalogue. W. T. PARKS. Dr.
Sc., Principal, Club Building,
Com'l
1731 Arapuhoe St.

Securrd nil grnriuntf la Telegraphy,
lliiiikkrriiinic. Miorllinnd,
Full term, Sept. 4, liMltl. ( ntiiliiKile mill
Ti'li'U riiph I'older I'rrr. A. l. kenrnn,
1'rliK'lpiil, Modern School of liunlneim,
Denver, Colorndo.
TyiM-nriilii-

food.

in a museum

white

Even the
more or less tainted.

farm hand, hired in Bedford township, demanded
that his employer
give him the use of his piano two
hours every evening, and the demand was granted, the farmer's fam-- '
ily vacating the parlor while the harHe is taking
vest guest practices.
piano lessons In town, driving in with
the farmer's horse.
The trouble does .not end with tho
Inability to secure men to work for
hire. Farmers' boys are still leaving
the nine dollar a week Jobs on tho
farm, with good food and beds, to
come to town and work for less, live
In cheap lodging houses, and eat poor

bition

IfiAltS.

ASIA

nit mHke you nervous. Ak ronr diwlor or Th
U. Ujiuan Cigar Co., bW 17tb Street, Ddiirec

HANDS.

"The only available men we get at
present," said a Penfield farmer, "are
men from town used to clerking or
running street cars or such labor. A
few days on the farm tires them all
out, and keeps us hiring new men.

yk

CENTRAL

SPsy,

v

306 Enterprise Block, Denver.
Sdtli yeiirt nlilext nnil nrwexti bunk-keeulii- K,
Kliorl luiliil. leleKriiphv,
I'n II term upeim
4th.
CntuloKue free.

suppose it will shock city folks to
hear it, but the best work on many
farms In Calhoun county this summer is now being done by women
folks. The boys are anxious to go to
town and 'throw on dog.' The girls
are the most willing to help their
It
farmer fathers In the fields.
doesn't sound nice, does it? But what
are you going to do when men won't
farm out at $1.50 a day and free
I

Send This Ad

.id

board?"

For onp cemiilele Talk ns
cHtHlcum'8,
We Hell nuiftts
on e ify icrnm. All stylet rmu
find thnunnmlH nf rwrtr-rla- .
The Kn
MncicCn.,
Uio California Street, Dvnrer.

set

LONGWORTHS WERE SNUBBED.
Frau Wagner, Composer's
Widow,
Vents Ire on Them In Berlin.

$22

CO, D.

Tou take no
when
huyln a
from u;
every wt warranted to be
rhnm--

Berlin. Now that Mr. and Mrs.
Nicholas Longworth have returned to
America, the real reason for their
sudden departure from Balreuth Is
At the time It was safd
revealed.
that the daughter of President Roosevelt was annoyed by the ogling of
German "dandies," but it Is now
given out that Frau Cosima Wagner,
who rules everything at the Bavarian
village, took advantage of the presence of the Longworths to vent the
animosity which she has entertained
igainst all things American
since
"Parsifal" was staged and patronized
by the United
States against her
wishes.
Inexplicably, the Longworths found
the hotels "full," and were compelled to take refuge In a boarding
house. Then Frau Cosima caused the
:ommand to go forth that the
presence should be practically
ignored.
She herself arranged
to
anub the president's daughter
by ostentatiously omitting to
invite her to the famous soirees held
luring the week, which are attended
by all the celebrities.
She also arranged that Mrs. Longworth should
not be presented to her and the great
irtlsts of the season during the Intermissions, which are always gay
events.
The only genuine welcome accorded
to
President Roosevelt's
daughter
;ame from Mme. Schumann-Helnk- ,
'ho scandalized Frau Wagner
by
rushing up and effusively embracing
the visitor In full view of a terrace
(ull of. people.

an

represent-

ed. This dou!i
ble team
compleia
collars
whh
breeHi-itiKand
Cnn"'rd
style.
Sold
r2.00.
everywhere for $27.00. Send for our free
e
of Haddlen and harness. I j" west irl
In the I'. 8. The l ml Mueller Sfiddle ft Hr-neft- n
Co.. 1413-11- )
Larimer Ht.. Denver, Colo.

QTfiVP
wl

REPAIRS of every known make
of Biove, furnace or range, deu. A.
Tullen. 1331 Luwrency. Denver. I'lmne

vlt

SADDLES

FAMobs J. H. WILSON STOCK
Ask your dealer for ihem. Taltw no other.

BROWN PALACE HOTEL
Kurnpean Man, SI. 50 and Upward.

SS

AMERICAN HOUSE 55?

The best $2 per day hotel In the
American plan.

depot.
Ht.

Long-worth- s'

Oxford Hotel

Denver. One block from Union Depot.
C. H. MORSE, MKT.
Fireproof.

y

irane; u.v aim mum ciitewe; trrainutiert
Admitted tn union; life
HMTial rate
'

f'olnrado
104.1-5- 1

Kchml
rrnriftfti numbing,
AmiMline Stie t. Henver.

E. E. BURLINGAME & CO.,
ASSAY

so-:I-

OFFICE

-j- afoVSfow

Edablithed in Colortdo.1866. Sampled by mail or
eiprejj will receive prompt and carelulattrn'ion
Gold & Silver Bullion

Concentration
1736-173-

IT
"
lor termi.

Tests-100lir-- or5"r

Lawrence St.. Denver. Colo.

8

Dr. D. C. MATTHEWS
E.TI'F.IIT

TURN CELLAR INTO A HIVE.

PAIXIESS

DENTIST
All flrRt-clnteed Dentistry

Woman Discovers a Great Deposit of
Honey In Her Home.
San Francisco.
An immense store
has been discovered between
the beams and Joists of the residence
of Mrs. J. U. Nazry, on Schrader
street. It was evidently the accumulation of years, for the honey formed
i solid mass six Inches thick, two feet
wide and 14 feet high, extending from
the basement to the beams which
support the first story, and completely
filling a section of the wall.
The boes entered their storehouse
through a knothole In a board. It
was this that first attracted Mrs.
N'azry's attention. With the aid of a

guaran-

at reduced
prices for next CO days.
Denver, Colo., 929 7th St.

af honey

there he chanced to go fishing, and
while after large fish In the tidal river
It
hooked on to a mammoth
was a bivalve that would easily weigh
two pounds and It contained a fine
pearl. Nothing would do but for him
to Investigate the same bed, and while
prodding with an oyster rake the next
day the king of all the oysters was
brought, from his home.
The bivalve was shipped to Mlnne-apous, ana wnen wuignuu u uppeu mo
pounds.
The mam
scales at
moth was roasted In an oven that,
though large, would Just hoW it, and
the meat had to be cut with a carving
knife. "Oyster steaks" was tho bill

Ills majesty In the original state
ruled over the vast beds In tho tidal
waters of the Columbia river, where
he was by right of weight and of majesty the absolute king of bivalves. In
all tho world where oysters have been
known, from the wonderful oysters of
Britain, enjoyed by tho Romans, down
to the little cove oyster that grew In of fare.
The two huge shells are each about
a modest way around Fair Haven,
none has ever been known that can as much as one can lift from the floor.
compare with this great oyster of the and a toy boat floats about in water
in one of them. So It can safely be
Columbia.
How the upper and nether shells Bald that Minneapolis has, owned by
chanced to come to Minneapolis Is one of its citizens, the shell of the
Blmple as a Btory. A friend of Harriet king of all the oyster family.
B. Whitted. on leaving for the coast,
Nothing Is gained by abusing those
promised to send ber something In the
Upon bis arrival whose opinions differ from your own.
way of a novelty.
1

Remarkable
of

j

,

Scoring Marks Firing
Meiterranean Fleet.

London. Some remarkable scoring
has been made In this year's firing
exercises In the Meiterranean fleet.
The destroyer Bruizer with Its
guns made 46 hits out of 64
guns
rounds, and with its
six hits out of ten rounds. The averguns is 10.36 hits
age for
per gun, which constitutes a record
for this class of gun.
The Brulzer's scores are better than gardener she investigated.
those mado by the destroyer Dragon
Despite veils and gloves, both were
which recently was complimented by severely stung by the myriads
of
Vice Admiral Lord Charles Beresford bees, which resented the Intrusion.
on lt3 performance.
There are many gardens In the
The cruiser Barham, In a heavy gun neighborhood In which Mrs. Nazry retest, mado 42 hits out of 8 rounds, Bides, and it was from the flowers
the best gun's scores being 11 rounds In these and In the adjacent park that
gun. The the bees secured the substance. Unand 11 hits from a
next best score was ten rounds and able to crowd any more into the space
ten hits.
which they had appropriated, however, they no longer worked, but con
Preaching on the dangers of money tented themselves with living upon
often has its flrBt effect c the col. what they had already stored. Now,
lection.
however, they will have to start anew.

WANTED AGENTS
To tell cmr line of Flavoring Kitmcta and Proprietary Drum, Vawline, Murhlne Oil, Wild Cherry
y
PhniiliHte, etc.
money to huntler. Write
fur our plun. HON TON h XTRACT CO.,

1410 Larimer Street, Denver,

'olo.

SHKKP,

ikmi CATTI.K
t llKKbN i'ENl'K
any letiKth.
brnd fnr
rataluit of cum.
Uenver
A Fenee Co.
IiU1-- 2
ffw
IMh t.. Denver. Colo.
In

-

WANTED

YOUNG MEN

for the NAVY
muit be able bodred. of
good character and American cltlxena,
either native born or naturallicd. Apply to Navy Recruiting Offlce, room 21
Pioneer building, Denver, or room 41
Poitofflc building, Pueblo. Colorado.
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demanded Mrs. Flynn,
"D'ye think ye'ro 1
George Washington f'r to be choppln1 '
t
down threes? If ye
th' lad
'tis f'r you to go up afther him."
Policeman Flynn circled round the
tree two or three times, but finally
made up his mind that the only thing
him to do was to follow his wife's
advice. What happened after that is
somewhat hazy. It was only a short
climb, but the branch could not be
reached from the around, so the na.
trolman encircled the tree with his
arms and legs and began the ascent,
whereupon there was a suddenness
and rapidity of events that was most
mystifying. It seemed as if the boy
lowered himself somewhat from the
limb, and one of his feet certainly
came in contact with his father's fingers, while the other gave a violent
push to the irate man's shoulder.
There was a yell, and a policeman
dropped in a heap at the root of the
tree. When he got on his feet again
he gave a wild jump and succeeded
in catching one of the boy's feet.
It is best to draw a veil over what
Immediately followed.
When order
was finally restored as a result of the
earnest efforts of Mrs. Flynn, the boy
was wailing and the man was standing triumphant with a piece of shingle in his hand.
"Did ye hear him? Oho! did ye
hear him?" cried Policeman
Flynn.
"I c'u'd have shtood annything but
that. Did ye hear what he said,
Mary?"
"I I'll never do it again, father,"
pleaded the lad.
"I sh'utln't think ye w'u'C returned Policeman Flynn. "Why, 'tis
enough to
wan
a
take
scantlln' to ye. D'ye mind what ha
said. Mary? Here wa3 I on th' har-rground, where I'd come down like a
thousand lv brick, owln' to him kirV;- in' me knuckles, an' he says to me,
he says "
"What did he
asked Mrs.
Flynn, as the patrolman's excitement
seemed In a fair way to ourtail his
power of speech.
"He says to me, th' ol" man, ho
says, 'W'u'dn't that
ye?' "
wa-an-

TIME

-

rmmmtIT
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tttttii

FLOWER

HE CHASTISES HIS SON.
Policeman Barney Flynn had Just
pettled
himself for an
smoke when his wife broke in upon
"off-duty- "

his meditations.
'Th' bye's been fightin' ag'in," she
said.

beyant, f'r Inshtance.
Cassi- dy'd jist come from mass wa-aan' was feelin' pious-likan' thinkln'
lv th' sins Iv th' wor-rlgrowin' out
iv vl'lent timpers, an' his bye comes
along with a
eye. "What've
ye been doin'?' say3 Cassldy. 'Fight-in'says th bye. 'F'r why?' says Cassldy. 'Mickey Dugan
me a
naygur says th'
"Tis no
matther,1 says Cassldy;
'ye sh'u'd
r
have kep'
tlmper.' An' with
that he whales th' bye f'r fightin'.
Not f'r beln' licked, mind ye, but
f'r fightin'. Thin Cassidy goes out
f'r a qui't shmoke, an' whin he comes
he has his coat
an' a
bump on his hevl. an' his good woman says to him: 'What's happened
to ye?' an' he says: 'A ma-aat th'
corner beyant called me a lyin' thief
iv th' worr-rld- ,
an' I'll
that
from no wan that lives.'
'Tis th'
same iverywhere.
our
We
peace conf'rinces, but we spind our
money on th' big guns. I'll not whale
Terry f'r fightin' whin he don't be
licked or don't jumn on a shmaller
If he's licked he sh'u'd be
whaled f'r to make him fight
the nixt time, and if he jumps on a
shmaller
he sh'u'd be whaled f'r
beln' a cow'rd."
"He's been throwia'
at
Chlnyman, too," suggested Mrs. Flynn.
"Oho!" cried Policejian Flynn, "an'

blo-oc- k

da-a-

e

d

bla-ac-

Flynn,
"Terry?" asked Policeman
wilhout any great display of interest.
"F'r sure," replied Mrs. Flynn,
scornfully. "Why d'ye ask thim fool
questions? Have we anny other?"
" Tis you that sh'u'd know," retorted Policeman Flynn.
And then he
added:
"Was he licked?"
"He was not," answered Mrs. Flynn,
with emphasis.
" 'Tis a good thing f'r him," asserted Policeman Flynn. "If he'd got wan
lickln', there'd be another due him."
."F'r why?" demanded Mrs. Flynn.
Policeman Flynn looked at her in
surprise.
"Oho! ye're an observln' woman, ye
are that!" he exclaimed. "Don't ye
know 'tis th" wa-aiv th' wor-rlf'r
to lick th' ma-athat gets lickei, an'
be a good felly with th' ma-athat
e
wins? They's no
in th' eyes
lv a
public like beln'
done up be th' other felly."
"As an officer Iv th'
ye sh'u'd
aljn to ahtop fightin',"
Mrs.
urged
d

la-a-

Flynn.
"Luk at that, now! Oho! w'u'd ye
luk at that?" cried Policeman Flynn.
"Th' whole the'ry lv civilization is to
teach min how to fight, an' fight fair,
an' thin ye'd call on th'
f'r to
shtop it. Th' ma-aBinds his bye
to
an' he says to him:
'L'arn' f'r to do up annybody ye go
ferninst,' an' th' bye wor-rkat th'
job till he thinks he knows how, an'
then he goes out to find if he's
masthered th' art. An' how's he to
find out, Mary?
Tell me that! 'Tis
ma-aonly be goln' fernlnst th'
tin t comes handy, an' he doe3 that
(same.
An why sh'u'dn't he?
Top
an bottom, crisscross, up an' down,
Iverywhere
ye
'tis all the same.
tur-rn- ,
min is l'arnin' to fight. Ivery
nation on th'
iv the globe keeps
ml'i f'r that
an' has
f'r to show thlm how, an'
ma an.
th' fliihtln' ma sn is th'
Whin he goes out f'r a
th'
glr-rlmake' eyes at him, an' th'
mmen say: 'My! ain't he
an' th' min tur-ran' shtare
' 'Tis
at him an' teil each other:
gin'ral' or "Tis Adm'rll
th'
Smith.'
'What did he do?' says you,
not knowin' him. 'Why,' says they,
r
surpr-rlseat
ign'rance 'why,
he licked th' inemy twinty-sivitimes
without wanst shtoppln' f'r breakfast.'
An' th' bye shtandln' near an' hear-ijV it all goes round th' corner an'
t
vlule3 th'
he comes acrost.
Thin ye take him In th' house an'
tell him 'tis
to fight, an'
ye-rdoin' It, wor'rd
come3
)
that some wan has neglicted to
r
th'
an' ye throw
hat
on th' floor an' jump on it, an' yell
iv th'
f'r th' blood iv every ma-anation that dared to do
It. Iv coorse. Mary, ye'll tindershtand
I'm shpeakin' gln'rally, an' not Iv
you personally.
You, beln' a woman,
c'u'dn't
th p'lnt iv jumpln'
r
on
hat. But 'tis all th' same.
Th' byes will fight."
ye'll be afther excusin'
"I
It be sayin' that 'byes will be byes,' "
suggested Mrs. Flynn, sarcastically.
"I ll do nawthln' Iv th kind," returned Policeman Flynn. " 'Tis only

,'
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Municipal Thrift.
On the way from one town on Caie
Cod to another a contributor to the

flr-r-

e

pur-rpos-

gr-re-

wa-al-

s
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gr-re-

ye-e-

fir-rs-

la-a-

e

say-luti-
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ye-e-

ye-e-

sup-pos-

" 'Tis
I Grant Ye, But th
f'r th'
Chink Is th'
Whole Wor-- ; ld."
I grant
what iv that? 'Tis
ye, but th Chink is th' target f'r
Why, they've been
th' whole wor-rld- .
throwin' r'rocks at th' Chink in Chiny.
'AH I ask, says he, 'is to be let alone.
Wr-ron- g,

Ta-arg- et

here In me own
I'm doin' all
home, an' me only wUh is f'r ye all
to keep away.'
But 'tis too fine a
grab-bag- ,
an' they push him an' shove
him an' take a bit iv this an a bit
iv that, an' whin In his ign'rance he
,
they all pitch in an' beat
gets
him all up. 'Tis not fair an'
a
lv coorse. an III give Terry
but ivery wan's been heav
In" things at Chiny f'r so long that
it seems to th' byes like th' c'rect
thing to do. Why, Mary, 'tis only a
come
bit iv a time since that wor-rto th' station there was a riot goin'
on an' a man beln' kilt. 'Slnd out
th' wagon an' twlnty min!' cried th
capt'in. 'Hold on!' says th' man at
"Tis Murphy callln",
th' tiliphone.
an' he says he jist Tamed 'tis only
a mob beatin' up a Chlnyman, an'
to know what he'll do.
he
'Shtop th' wagon,' says th" capt'in
'an' tell Murphy f'r to bring th'
Chlnyman in an' lock him up whin
Th
th' mob's through with him.
whole the'ry is that th' Chink Is
a
be livln' at all, an'
iv that vice
he must he
to th' lad, but I'll not whale
I'll
him while he ha3o manny
ix
amples."
"He put a stone through th WIddy
Kelly's windy," urged Mrs. Flynn, as
a last resort.
"What's that!" exclaimed Policeman
suddenly
Flynn,
straightening up.
"Vi'latln th' city orjlnances, is he?
Deshtroyin' th'
iv property
an' interferln' with good,
workln' people. Where is he? 'Tis
f'r me to show him th'
fer
nlnst malicious mischief is made to
be infoorced."
From the next room Terry had over
heard this remark, and before Police
man Flynn could reach him he was
out in the back yard looking for an
available place of refuge.
A tree
the only one in the locality, and the
pride ot Mrs. Flynn's heart caught
his eye, and he reached
the only
branch' that would hold him before his
father could lay hands on him.
com
".Come down out lv that!"
manded Policeman Flynn.
"I'll not," replied the boy.
"Mary, bring me th' ax," was the
next command.
ma-ad-

war-rnin- ';

d

wa-ant- 3

com-mlttl-

e

ta-al-

ba-a-

ha-ar-

"Come Down Out iv That!"
tkat byes will be min, an min will
annyway ye
be byes,
wa-ato put it, an' th' best ye can
do Is f'r (o referee It, regardllss iv
whether 'tis byes, min, or counthries.
X!ur) was Cassldy over la th' ulxt
vlcy-vers-

Boston Transcript came upon a charu- tng housa'by the roadside, which im.
mediately claimed his attention,
it
bore a fresh coat of white paint, whlt.h
was well set out by green blinds.
There was a smooth piece of lawn !u
front, a group of fine Bhade trees and
hammocks, piazza chairs, brilliant sofa
pillows, and all the adjuncts of simmer comfort in luxurious profusion.
"Whose place is this?" he demanded
of the boy of 12 who accompanied hi u
as guide and adviser general.
"That there?" said the boy. "0
that there's the poorhouse." .
"The poorhouse!" the man exclaim
ed. You seem to have luxurious paupers in this town."
"Well, you see," was the explann-- 1
tion, "we hain't got but one, 'n' she's
an old woman, 'n' the oversfers they
board her out with one 0' the neighbors 'n' let the poorhouse to some o'
them Boston folks for the summer, 'a'
that pays her keep."
She Knew Her Weakness.
It was the sweet scent of the HIImj
In the conservatory, the beauty of tr.a
young girl's gilt hair or the excellent
champagne he had taken with his sup,
per at any rate, after the
ss
they rested in the shadow beneath a
palm, he proposed to the debutante In
white.
"It cannot be," said she. "I am unworthy of you."
"Oh, rubbish," said lie.
"It Is true; It Is too true." Aad she
sighed.
"You are an angel, he said, ardently."
"No, no; you are wrong," said the
young girl. "I am vain, Idle, silly, utterly unfit to be your helpmeet
through life."
He laughed lightly. He said in a
soothing voice:
"Why, this Is sheer madness. What
sort of a wife do you think I ought to
have?"
"A very wise, deliberate, practical
woman," she replied; "one able to live
on your small salary." N. Y. Press.
two-step-

Way of Royalty In Burma.
It Is well known that King Thebaw
had learned to speak English In Rangoon, and had been In a mission
school In that town, which happened
in the following manner-.- '
His father Inspected the sche ani
Tc him
expressed his satisfaction.
the missionary said:
"If your majesty would really encourage us, you would seed one of
your sons to our school."
ae affable
"Certainly," rejoined
monarch. "What age should the boy
be?"
"About 15, your majesty."
Turning to his prime minister, the
king said: "Have I a son ot about
15?"
"Oh, yes; many, year majesty ," wis
the rejoinder. And so a lord of white
elephants learned English.--Fu- ll
Mall
Gazette.

Tar the Flesh Un
were
lea
wouia
But for Cuticura."

Would Scratch and
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ma-al;- e

TH SORES.

BABY COVERED

WHITE

To tno Editor:
1
noticed somewhere recently I
wouw not say positively mat it wa3 in
columns an article on the White
Hous0 whlcn contained several mis-fo- r
Blatements.
In the first place 11 was stated the
Whlte House v'as first occupied in
1809 and ttat lts fllst occupant was
1 he tact is, its
resident wauison.
first occupant was President Adams,
who took up his residence there In

(CopyrlKht, 1IHH1, Iiy Joseph H. linwlps.)
(Copyright, by the Century Co.)
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Have Died

"My little son, when about a year
and a half old, began to have sores
come out on his face. I had a physi- ian treat hlni, but the sores grew
orse. Then they began to come on
his arm 3, then on other parts of his
body, and then one came on his chest,
worse than the others. Then I called
Still he grew
another physician.
worse. At the end of about a year
and a half of suffering he grew so bad
I had to tie his hands in cloths at
lght to keep him from scratching the
sores and tearing the flesh. He got to
be a mere skeleton, and was hardly
able to walk My aunt advised me to
I
try Cuticura Soap and Ointment.
sent to the drug store and got a cake
of the Soap and a box of the Oint
ment, and at the end of about two
months the sores were all well. He
has never had any sores ot any kind
since. He is now strong and healthy,
and I can sincerely say that only for
your most wonderful
remedies my
precious child would have died from
Mrs. Egbert
those terrible .sores.

The original mansion was begun in
In 1814 it was burned by the
British and rebuilt in 1818.
Another of the errors In the article
referred to was the statement that
paint Is used on the
White House to make It beautifully
white.
I noticed this especially because I
have used considerable paint myself
and wondered that "canned" paint
should be used on such an Important
building when all painters know that
pure white lead and linseed oil make
the brist paint.
It so happened also that I knew
white lead and linseed oil not ready- mixed paint were used on the White Sheldon, R. F. D. No. 1, Woodvllle,
House, because I had just read a book Conn., April 22. 1903."
let published by a firm of ready-mixepaint manufacturers who also. an
Beware of Servian Bank Notes.
facture pure white lead. In that book
There is dismay In the Servian min
the manufacturers admitted that for istry of finance. In the strong room
the White House nothing but "the n this department, In a specltlc sare.
best and purest of paint could be were stored the engraved plates from
used," and said that their pure white which Servian
bank notes were
lead had been selected.
struck. These plates were engravea
Above all people, those who attempt in Paris and cost a sum of
1,600.
to write on historical subjects should All these plates have within the past
give us facts, even if it is only a date fe
days been found to be stolen
or a statement about wood, or brick, from the safe, without any visible
or paint, or other building material
sign of the safe having been tampered
Yours for truth,
with.
nrum Baking Powder Is wholesome.
Charity by Machinery.
Dr. Herman Reinbold, the expert
Poor Man W'u'd ye be so kind, German chemist, in a recent official
It was you, report concerning
sir, as to stop a moment!
Baking Powders,
sir, that saved my wife's life last declares that a pure alum baking powsome
fer
a
me
dollar
glvln'
year by
der Is better and less Injurious than
Please,
sir. she's sick the
medicine.
cream of tartar powders.
ag'in, an' the same way.
He says that If the quantity of alum
Highmind I have recently contained in a sufiiclent quantity of
Mr.
been convinced of the folly of indisbaking powder for a batch of bread or
criminate giving, and 1 now distrib cakes for an ordinary family, be conute by donations through the litis! centrated to one mouthful of food,
ness Men's Charity trust, organized
and taken Into the stomach of any
fer the purpose of investigating each one person, no matter how delicate,
case. I left a dollar with the secre It could do no harm. On the contrary,
tary not five minutes ago. Go and alum Is wholesome in proper quantitell him your story.
ties. This Is undoubtedly the reason
Mr. Highmind (an hour later) Ah! the State of Missouri quickly repealed
I
ai a hrv that piohibited the nianufactu. t
Did you go to the secretary, as
rected?
of the most wholesome of all baking
"I did, sir, an' he gave me a five- - powders. So much for Alum Baking
it."
in
cent piece wid a hole
Powders.
"Eh 13 that all?"
Canada Has Much Wheat.
"Yes, sir. I told him about your
It Is estimated by the premier of
dollar, but he said the other 93 cents
Manitoba that 100,000,000 bushels of
was kept for salaries an expenses.
wheat will be available for export
N. Y. Weekly.
from the northwestern provinces of
Canada at the close of the harvest.
Cuba Wants Immigrants.
The Cuban congress, at its recent
session, appropriated $1,000,000 to be
used for the purpose of Inducing Im
CONQUERED
mierants to come to Cuba from Eti- It is
Islands.
ro,,e and the Canary
..
.
u
nronosed to pay me passage 01 raui SERIOUS OPERATIONS AVOIDED.
Held
The
pnilmant from his home.
a
Unqualified Success of Lydia E.
hands are to be brought from Sweden
Vegetable Compound In the
Norway, Denmark and Italy.
Case of Mrs. Fannie D. Fox.
Seamen Given Privileges.
One of the greatest trlnmphsof Lydia
A marriage bill introduced in the
E. Pinkham's Vegetable Compound is
mar
the
allows
British narliament
the conquering of woman's dread enriage of a seaman to take place by II emy, Tumor.
The growth of a tumor Is so sly that
cense In the diocese of the port where
his ship is lying, If he ha3 been a res frequently Its presence is not suspected
ident for 15 days on the ship or part until it is tar advanced.
ly on the ship and partly on shore
within the diocese.
1792.

ready-prepare- d
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Pink-ham'-

DUBIOUS
About What Her Husband

Would Say,

A Mich, woman tried Postum Food
Coffee because ordinary coffee dia
agred wtih her and her husband. She

writes
"Hy husband was sick for three
years with catarrh of the bladder, and
palpitation ot the heart, caused by
coffee. Was unable to work at all
and In bed part of the time
"I had stomach trouble, was weak
and fretful so I could not attend to
my housework both of us using coffee all the time, and realizing It was
harmful.
"One morning the grocer's wife
said she believed coffee was the cause
of our trouble and advised Postum
I took It home rather dubious about
what my Jnisband would say he was
fond of coffee.
"But I took coffee right off the
table, and we haven't used a cup of
It since. You should have seen the
change in us, and now my husband
never complains of heart palpitation
any more. My stomach trouble wen
away in two weeks after I began Tosturn. My children love it and it does
them good, which can't be said of
coffee.
"A lady visited us who was alway
half sick. I told her I'd make her
cup of Postum. She Bald It was taste
less stuff, but she watched me make
It, boiling It thoroughly for 15 ruin
utes, and when done she said it was
splendid. Long boiling brings out the
flavor and food quality." Name given
by Postum Co., Battle Creek, Mich.
Read the little book "The Road to
Wellville," In pkgs. "There's a reason."

1

V

JIArs. Fannie

D.

"wandering

Fok

xj)

pains" maj

come from its early stages, or the
presence of danger may be made manifest by profuse monthly periods, accompanied by unusual pain, from the
abdomen through the groin and thighs.
If yon have mysterious pains, if there
are indications of inflammation or displacement, secure a bottle ot Lydia E.
Pinkham's Vegetable Compound right
away and begin its use.
Mrs. Pinkham, of Lvnn, Mass., will
give you her advice ii you will write
her about yourself. She is the daughter-in-law
of Lydia E. Pinkhnm and

for

twenty-fiv-

e

yearshas been advising

sick women free of charge.
Dear . rinkham:
" I take the liberty to eonirrntulate you on
thesnocem I have had with your wonderful
Mi-4-

medicine. F.ightoen months ago my periods
stopped.
Shortly afUT I felt ito badly that
I submitted to a thorough examination by a
physician and wag told that I had a tumor
and would have to undergo an operation.
" Soon after I read one of your advertisements and derided to give Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable Compound a trial. AfUT
taking five bottles as directed the tumor is
entirely gone. I have own examined by a
nhvsician and he tan I have no sisni of a
tumor now. It bat alio brought my periods
around once more, and I am entirely
well." Fannie D. Fox, 7 Chestnut ti trout,
Bradford, I'a

VllYV

FREE TRADE

THE

PHILIPPINES.
There have been of lat ma'i.v
excellent individuals and a few
not, so excellent papers who arc
greatly exercised over tlie fact
that many democrats voted
.
against free trade with the
These worthies cite the
democratic antipathy
to protection. They enlarge upon the efforts democrats have
made to modify or reject the pro

8

Property listed with them will be

well-know-

pro-t.eeti-

e

1

.

adiuiiu.-'U-.iUiin's-

icy.

John Spring, Prop. Clayton

Meat Market

Will sell on Commission Real Estate
and Live Stock.

Phil-ipin.'s-

t'ictive policy. They (piote the
democratic motto that the tariff
is the mother of the trusts. And
yet, they say, here the democrats
had a chance to advance t
of free trade and failed to do it.
Therefore, it is plain that their
complaints about protection are
insincere. (. E. ).
Merely not in.!;', by the way. that
democrats are by no means unanimous for free trade, and that
the most they have proposed is
the abolition of the tariff on trust
controlled product. The News
wishes to say that a man might
be as ardent a free trader as
Henry (ieorge ever was. and yet
tind himself compelled to vote
against free trade with the Philippines at the present time. He
may hold that there is not, never
was, and never can be any economic jrstilication for any
t iriff whatsoever, and yet
be placed in a position where the
tariff is the lesser of wo evils.
And this tin? 'evs believes is
the case with the democrats who
were required to pass upon the
Philippine pol-

Mexico
lealty Co,
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without cost to the seller.

Fresh and Salt Meats.
Choice Fruits and Vegetables
Always in Stock,

advertised in the East

Unless a sale is perfected.

& A. C. Thompson,
Clayton,

Phone No. 85

j&

The Clayton

Livery, Feed
ale Stables
n

DEALERS IN

General Hardware,
Windmill Supplies, Paints, Oils,

IMHIMI

AND

Etc

Tin Shop In Connection,

?

LLAYTON.

Proprietor.

PIERCE,

R.

mJ

TheCrimm
hardware Co.

IMico.

Hew

CLAYTON , N

-

-

-

-

NEW

MEXICO.

Good Rites and Careful Drivers.

FAWCETT & DEAN.

Feed Yard and Camp House in Connection,

Hay and
Phono No 35

G-rai-

Always on Hand
CLAYTON, N. M.
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the hands of his masters, and none of our business whether
with the only effective public they are quite ready for it or not,

in

opinion ten thousand miles away ?
The answer must be plain to t he
dullest. With the islands under
American rule, and with American trusts controlling the industrial situation, we should have
sugar plantations copying the
nun l of the Hand, with coolie or
Filipb.o workmen herded in
under American guns,
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OF THE WEEK

A call has been Issued for the demo
cratic state convention for the nom
ination of state officers and congress
men at Cheyenne, Wyo., on Septem-
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tll will attend. Nearly all of them are express will receive prompt and careful attention
dorsed Speaker Joseph G., Cannon as an extremely filthy and unsanitary ican
a vigorous Joint statehood campaign very
much Interested and very enthusi- Bold & Sliver Bullion
their candidate for president of the condition.
and to call the territorial convention.
United States In 1908.
A Unionist party has been formed
The committee will meet at the Com astic in regard to irrigation mutters, Concentration Tests-- 100
mercial club, Albuquerque, September nnd most of them come from dlbtricts
An attempt was made at Arkansas In Salvador to form a Central Amer9
Lawrence St., Denver, Colas
in New Mexico which are now being
CIO'. Kan., recently to assassinate H. ican republic which is to include all 5th. The Democrats have appointed
which
benefited
will
and
in
the
future
An
Albuquerque
of
ns W. S. McCutcheon
republics
S. Hines and Solomon L. Long, two the Central American
tonio Lucero of Las Vegas, J. A. Mc- be much more greatly benefited by the
Dr. D. C. MATTHEWS
lawyers who have been prominent in now constituted.
Honey of Denilng, and Antonio Joseph work of the national reclamation servprosecuting violations of the prohibiThe Cuban insurgent forces under of Oro Callente, a committee to con ice.
EXPERT PAINLESS
"Mr. Twitchell of Las Vegas aud one
tion law.
Pino Guerra have captured San Juan fer with the Republicans for the pur- DENTIST
bevery
two
be
will
or
others
active
by
a
westattack
of
an
As the result
de Martinez, the terminus of the
poBe 0I uniting In the Joint statehood
guaranAll
now
tween
and
time
for
the
the
set
near Atlanta, Ga., recently, Miss ern railroad, and have occupied tue movement.
teed Dentistry at reduced
congress in giving full publicity to the
60
days.
next
prices
for
Ethel Lawrence, of London, England, town and the railroad station.
The New Mexico Institute for the matter, and I will myself do all that I
is in a dying condition.
Nine members of the negro regi
Denver, Colo., 929 17th St.
Blind nt Alamogordo will open Mon possibly can to promote enthusiasm
The prolonged deadlock In '.he ment believed to be responsible for dav. SeDtember 10th. All New Mexl for New Mexico and to help secure the
Thirty-sevent- h
Iowa senatorial dis- the recent trouble at Brownsville have can children who are deprived of their appointment of good men from the
various towns, cities, counties and
trict republican convention has been been arrested by the Texas authorities sight or partially blind, but are sound
will be admititd to commercial clubs. I think we will
broken by the nomination of C. F. and will be held on a charge of mur in body andasmind,
pupils. The age limit Is have nn excellent representation at
the school
Peterson. In all 3,699 ballots were der.
and Propria,
To sell onr line nf Flavoring Kih-ayears of age. Boise."
from five to twenty-ontaken.
tsrr I)rtii, Vaseline, Machine Oil, Wild Cherry
A new comet has been discovered
It is proposed to teach other branches
money
to
Write toetc.
hustler.
Phoephale,
Illtf
EPITOME-Aug- ust
25.
CRABTREE
by Prof. Kopff, of Heidelberg univer besides the usual curriculum cf the
EXTRACT CO.,
day lor our plan.
Gambling.
Stops
at
Roswell
Experienced
utilized
teachers
was
Dewey
public
schools.
dock
dry
The
sity. It can be seen through a small
1416 Larimer Htreet, Denver, Colo.
have been engaged for each depart
Olongapo, Manila Bay, for the first telescope.
The preen cloth fraternity will have
literary
to
addition
the
in
and
ment.
time when the transport Meade was
President Roosevelt has ordered studies there will be branches of vocal to move on or engage in rrspectablo
hereafter. Tho last city lidocked there recently.
that hereafter all messages and other and instrumental music, physical cul occupations
cense on gambling expired
The Insurance commissioners of the documents emanating from the White tura and the proper use of the h.tnds, says a Roswell dispatch ot the 18th
various states, in session at St. Paul, house shall be printed in accordance which is of great assistance to blind inst., and there will be no renewnls, as
have agreed to recommend a law for with the recommendations of the spell- people.
an ordinance against licensed gambling
by
passage by the legislatures requiring ing reform committee
headed
An Albuquerque dispatch sa3: It has been passed. The last license was
an annual apportionment and account- Brander Matthews, professor of En is reported .hero that upon the return on a roulette wheel In the Free Coinot men
to this city of Judge Ira A. Abbott, pre age saloon and hundreds
ing of the surplus by the life insur- glish at Columbia university.
around the game. There was
crowded
judicial
siding
Judge
the
Second
of
ance companies.
At a "bacon broil" held at JefferDistrict. Court, Capt. W. E. Dame, the no limit and thousands ot dollars
auKEr. lion, YKN K 4
The Chilean senate has appropriated son City, recently Gov. Folk, Senator present clerk, will tender his rebignachanged hands before the license ex
I'Ulf'HKN
aena roe
In anv Isnath.
Stone, Attorney General Hadley and tlon. It Is said that Captain Dame will pired. A gambling hall will be opened
$4,000,000 for the relief of the disssaver
cstKln of cut.
Raw A rear Ce,. l7-- t
tressed inhabitants of Valparaiso and other speakers pledged themselves to resign as clerk In order to go to Mex Monday on the outskirts ot the city
nearer,
St..
ueia.
lata
use their best efforts to secure a new ico, where a position as manager of the under territorial license.
vicinity.
The passing of licensed gambling
Collma Lumber Company awaits him.
YOUNG MEN
A dozen freight cars on the Rock $5,000,000 capitol building for the
There is an active canvass for the va marks a new era In the rapid prog'
state.
following
recently
burned
were
Island
cancy going on. Among the candidates ress and advancement of the city. Ros
for the NAVY
Complete returns from the Alabama are Harry F. Lee, secretary of the well is the first city In New Mexico to
a collision with a fast passenger train.
ba
36,
able bodied, ot
mint
17
to
age
gambling
and Las
democratic primaries show that Hoke Sheep Sanitary Board; Harvy P. Owen, abolish licensed
No fatalities resulted.
good character ana American cituent,
will
follow.
Vegas
town
of
The
Ar
Bayers,
A.
stenographer,
Cleveland's
of
court
W.
Smith,
and
member
former
The brokerage firm of M. J. Sage
either native born or naturallied. Aplicensed
gambling
to Delegate W. H. Andrews, tesla abolished
Navy Recruiting Offloa, room It
ft Co., of New York, has failed with cabinet, carried 118 counties of th lecretary
one year ago and led to the way ply to building. Denver, or room 411
about
one
two
to
from.
with
It
or
others
hear
state. This practically Insures his
Pioneer
liabilities of $300,000 and assets of
Is claimed by the friends of Mr. Owen in the reform movement la New Me
Poitofflc building, Pueblo, Colorado.
election as governor.
Ico.
that ho has the Inside track.
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BACKACHE IS KIDNEYACHE.

WAfi AN AUTOCRAT.

Set at the Cause

Cure the Kidney.

COUNTRY DOCTOR RULED WITH
Don't neglect backache.
It warns
you of trouble In the kidneys. Avert
ROD OF IRON.
the danger by curing the kidneys with
Doan's Kidney Pills.
Disobedience to His Orders Met with,
J. A. Haywood, a
Sharp and Decisive Action-- Had
well known resident
Curative Methods All
of L u f k n, Tex.,
His Own.
says:
1

"I wrenched

my back working in
a sawmill, was laid
passing of the
country docup six weeks, and
tor bifore the advance of modern sclfrom that time had
ent e, and one of them told some stopain In my back
ries of a practitioner of this type who
whenever I stooped or lifted.
was the terror of his boyhood days.
The
"He wa3 a curious old autocrat, urine was badly disordered and for a
with curative methods all his own," long time I had attacks of gravel.
said the gentleman.
"I remembei After I began using Doan's Kidney
onoe a boy chum of mine became af- Pills the gravel passed out, and my
flicted with a large swelling or abscess back got we.l. I haven't had backIn nis throat, which was growing rap-- . ache or bladder trouble since."
Sold by all dealers. SO cents a box.
idly and threatening to make breathFoster-MllburCo., Buffalo, N. Y.
ing Impossible.
"Dr. X
was called In. After
A rule that refuses to work at all
the patient, he turned to the
mother with the command to bring often gets the best of one that works
t
him a
poker. As he was never both ways.
quostiimed or disobeyed, the woman
hastened to heat one In the kitchen PUTNAM" FADELESS DYE is the
rouu to economy.
fire.
"When she brought It to the sick
Treasured Tickets of Leave.
room the doctor grabbed It and adAmong the late Michael Davltt's
vanced to the bedside with the gleamm'ost treasured possesisons were two
ing point leveled at the boy's head.
gilt frames, each of which contained
" 'Open your mouth, sir
he coma ticket of leave which was granted
manded.
of
"The boy did open his mouth to him after he had served a term
coun
emit a terrified shriek which broke penal servitude for his beloved
try.
the abscess and saved his life.
"I have said that Dr. X
How to Put On Gloves.
was never
Open and turn back the gloves to
disobeyed, but I recollect now one occasion on which a family attempted the thumb and powder lightly.
Put
to (t hie orders at defiance. You see, the fingers In their places, not tho
he was really more Intelligent than thumb, and carefully work them on
the run of way out country doctors with the first finger and thumb of
of those days. He went to Holland the other hand until they are quite
for a year of study when he was down; never press between the finyoung and brought back some ad- gers. Pass the thumb Into its place
vanced ideas, one of which was the with care and work on as the fingers.
efficacy of fresh air.
Turn back the glove and slide it over
"You know how country
people the hand and wrist, never pinching
close the windows of a sick room the kid, and work l.ie glove Into
tight. On the occasion In question the proper place by means of the lightpatient was down with fever. Enter- est pressure, always allowing the kid
ing the room Dr. X
raised both win- to slide between the fingers. In findows, ordering that they be left so.
ishing care should be taken In fas"The women who were nursing tening the first button.
made no objection at the time, but
Immense Leaves of Palm.
no sooner had the doctor departed
family
The palm
bears longer
than they hastened to close the winleaves than any other known tree.
dows. Some distance away Dr. X
on the
happened to look around and beheld The Inaga palm, growing
banks of the Amazon, has leaves
what they had done.
"He turned his horse, drove back to which reach from 35 to 50 feet In
the house, entered the front door, length, and 10 to 12 feet In breadth.
neither knocking nor ringing, mounted Specimens of the talepot palm, a nathe stairs, walked Into the sick room, tive of Ceylon, has been met with 20
lifted the thick knobbed cane which feet long and 18 feet broad. These
he always carried, and deliberately leaves are used by the natives to
smashed one pane of glass after an- make tents, and, thus employed, they
other, until all were demolished. make very efficient shelters from rain.
Then, without a word, or so much as The leaves of the double cocoanut
a look to right or left, he strode from palm are often 30 feet long and several wide. The leaves of the cannithe room and drove away.
bal tree of Australia resemble broad
"The patient recoverad."
15 feet
planks and are frequently
long, 20 Inches broad and 1
feet
Just a Little.
thick at the base. These boardlike
"None of you members had a rail- leaves all shoot out at the top and
road puss this session, I understand," hang down so as to form a sort of
he said to a state senator Just after umbrella around the stem. The umthe adjournment of the legislature brella tree of Ceylon has leaves of
this tpring.
such enormous size that a single one
"No, sir. Not o single one was Is- will cover from 15 to 20 men, and
sued." was the reply.
often serves as a canopy to a boat,
"Some of the members must cavo or a tent for soldiers.
A specimen
hated to pay cash fares?"
leaf taken to England measured 36
"Well, perhaps."
feet round.
"Do you think it made any difference in their feelings toward the
GOOD NIGHT'S SLEEP.
How was It in your own case,
for Instance?"
No Medicine so Beneficial to Brain
"Well, there was Just a little feeling
and Nerves.
just a little."
Hut, of course, you didn't betrav
t
Lying awake nights makes It hard
"Oh. no. When I rose up and stated lo keep awake and do things in day
and stimu
line. To take "tonics
fluit the railroads of this country Injured 119 people and killed 87 to every lants" under such circumstances Is
i" ne
e setting the house on fire to fee
In any country of Europe, and
that the presidents of four roads had if you can put It out.
nore power In Washington than the The right kind of food promotes refreshing sleep at night and a wide
whole presidential cabinet put
her, I was careful not to show any awake individual during the day.
A lady changed from her old way of
Personal animus. No, I can't say there
and says:
vas much feeling only Just a little Dating, to Grape-Nuts- ,
"For about three years I had been
'list a shade." Baltimore American.
a great sufferer
from Indigestion.
Harrowing Memory.
After trying several kinds of medi"You must feel very happy In this cine, the doctor would ask me to drop
10, ely cottage you call your own?"
off potatoes, then meat, and so on,
' How can I, when I
think of my fam- but In a few days that craving, gnawily that owned an estate of thousands ing feeling would start up, and I
of acres, with a castle and a whole would vomit everything I ate and
!".r:!ment of servants?"
drank.
"Why. when did they lose It?"
"When I started on Grape-Nuts- ,
' During the eleventh century." Titvomiting stopped, and the bloating
11. '.a.
feeling which was so distressing disA
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of men were discussing
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THE WHITE RIVER COUNTRY,
In the opinion of one who has trav-ete- d
much and observed closely, the
most truly and rightfully contented
people in the United States
are
the small landowners In what 1s
known as the Upper White River Country, anywhere from Newport, Ark., to
Carthage, Mo. They are contented because their surroundings are ideal and,
until recently, the great, uneasy, disquieting world, with its artificial needs
and inadequate compensations,
has
been to them but little more tangible
than a dream. Here, still existent,
and by reason of their very rarity at
this day and time more delectable
than in the past, are the conditions
which have ever appealed with Irresistible force to the Independent-spiriteAnglo-SaxoEvery man Is the
supreme ruler of his own little principality; acknowledging no master
save the law and possibly his feminine helpmeet; cringing to no employer; asking no favors from the
world, save those that his neighbors
freely extend and expect as freely In
return. He lives in a latitude where
the extremes of heat or cold are never
known, and at an altitude that insures
perfect health. The richest bounty
of Nature has been showered
upon
him with unsparing hand, but It Is a
question whether he more than dimly
realizes the fact. He accepts as a matter of course the fertile soil which
d

ABSOLUTE
SAFETY
Is the first merit of the
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Famous II. &R. Revolvers
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When selecting a firearm for purpose of defence, for
hiinlintr nr Inr laro,! nrartici the first consideration
made
ahould be safety. Harrington 4 Richardson Revolvers are hith grade firearms
of the very best obtainable materials, in a factory equipped with the most improved
machinery onernted hv skilled mechanics, thoroughly trained in its use. Every part
is rigidly inspected and every finished revolver thoroughly tested to insure absolute freedom
from flaws of any kind. The construction of H. & R. Revolvers is accurate to the thousandth
part of an inch. There is none ot the shake or rattle you will notice in cheap revolvera. They
are built for business and if properly cared for will last a life time.
The II. & R. Hammerless Revolver shown in the illustration is not only absolutely safe, but it'
Is quick in action and effective. There is no hammer to catch in the pocket ; it can be fired only by
pulling the trigger and cannot be accidentally discharged. Five shots may be fired as rapidly as
the finger can be moved. Automatic ejector makes reloading easy. No other revolver sold for the
same price is as good ; no revolver at any price is more ettective. 32 or 38 caliber, nickel plated ;
S shots, price 16.00. Send for free illustrated catalog of II. & R. Revolvers and II. & R. Single Guns.
H. & R. Revolvers are sold by all dealers in reliable sporting goods, or will be sent expressage
paid on receipt of price.

HARRINGTON & RICHARDSON ARMS CO.,

f Lei

Me

w.ter,

401 Park Are.,

m....

Send You a Package of

tit.

Defiance Starch
with your next order of

groceries and I will guarantee
that you will be
with it than with
have ever used.
I claim that it
for hot or cold

produces In abundance every cultivable growth common to the north
temperate zone, the surrounding forests of valuable woods and the underlying stratas of precious minerals, the

better Satisfied
any starch you
has no superior

starching, and

It Will

springs and streams of translucent
purity on every hand, the wealth of
fish and game at his very door, such as
less favored mortals annually travel
hundreds of miles to find. He Is contented, but small credit is his for that,
for how could he well be otherwise
than content?
It Is sad that such
No cheap premiums are given
Idealistic conditions may not conwith DEFIANCE STARCH,
MOUK
but YOU GET
tinue, but it is written that the present possessors of this favored land
for your mosey than of any
brand.
oilier
must soon give place to others more
DEFIANCE STARCH costs
appreciative of its incomparable fea10c for a
package, and
tures. A railroad has recently cut its
will refund your money if it
way through the best of this region,
slicks to the iron.
and the unaccustomed rustle of bank
Truly yours,
notes and chink of coin will eventually
Honest .Jons,
tempt the
to part with his
The Grocery man
birthright. So it has always been In
the world's history the good things
that are ours without price invariably
pass from our hands before we come
to understand their value. The White
Will NOT
River country will shortly be discovSTICK TO
ered anew by a class of Immigrants
THE IRON
better capable of Judging its possibilities the men who seek modest
homes where the "lay of the land"
will effectually prevent crowding by
too close neighbors, where their catV nrmmrm
m miwiim.iiui 'tlTWm
;iia.
tle can fatten on free range, where
the wealth of forest and mine awaits
8chools Spreading In China.
HDUCATIOXAL.
development by Intelligent workers,
A few years ago the foreign misand where the game and fish offer en- sionary schools were practically the
joyable recreation to all who have only Institutions in Foochow offering
The Greatest Boarding College in the World
leisure and inclination for sport.
facilities for the acquisition of western learning.
There are now at least
His Only Concern.
30 native schools fashioned after the
A well known member of the New foreign model.
Foochow is a city of
York bar, a man of most patronizing 600,000 Inhabitants, and these schools
NOTRE DAME, INDIANA
manner, one day met John G. Car- embrace about 2,000 students. PostU't
graranttt tivo foiiiti: Our sttuitntt
loftily.
lisle, to whom he observed
ers placarded all over the city adverstHiiy and aur Undents bchavi th'ktuh'et
"I see, Carlisle, that the supreme tise the opening of various modern
18 Buildings
75 Professors 800 Students
court has overruled you in the case schools, which are springing up in
Course. In Anolent nml Mixletn faniruagp.. Fur-K'iiimiili'H.rhMiiiirv,
Hi!.tor.v.anri
Hut,"
Uiolotfv,
versus
Jenkinson.
of Mullins
every nook and corner of the place.
I'liirinscv. Civil, Klei'ti li'.ii, mill Mm hanlol
Law, dlioitjtanu,
he added, In his grand way, "you, Car- Scarcely a week passes without the
lisle, need feel no concern about your announcement of the opening of a
SPECIAL PKPAHTMKST FOR BOYS
L'KUKK TII1KTKKN
reputation."
new school.
TERMS: Board. Tuition, and Laundry. HM.
"Quite so," he
Carlisle chuckled.
Send lea cents lo Ihe Refistrar lor Catalous
agreed. "I'm only concerned for the
Has Been Buried for Centuries.
reputation of the supreme court"
The body of a young woman has
PAT EST A TTORXE I'S,
llarpor's Weekly.
been discovered In the ancient Priddy
lead mines in Somersetshire, EngTrade Marks,
Important to Mothers.
land, some 16 or 17 feet deep in the
Copyrights and
Ejamlue carefully eery bottle of CASTOHIA,
l.nhpltt itraiiurBil.
accumubeen
waterbone slit that has
Nathan UicKroitt). ait K St.. Wnshiuvton, I). 0.
S ufe and sure rtmedy for infante and children,
Rolating since the days hafore the
and aee that It
mans came. The hair Is wonderfully
You Cannot
Bears the
preserved, and remains in the plait
Signature
Reside the
In which it was worked.
body were found five large blue and
In Uao For Over 30 Years.

.Not
Stick
to the
Iron

10-o-
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STARCH I

University of

Notre Dame
.

Arcliliet-'ture-

PATENTS

The Kind You Have Always Bought.

green glass beads.

French State Monopolies.
State monopolies are more than
ever in favor in France as a means
of raising revenue to the prejudice of
private enterprise. A committee of
the chamber of (ivputies has been appointed, with a foreign minister of
finance as chairman, to collect information on the possible working
of
monopolies on sugar and petroleum
refining, the rectification of alcohol,
and Insurance.

s,

SHMI

all inflamed, ulcerated and catarrhal conditions of the mucous membrane such as

nasalcatarrh.uterlnecatarrh caused
by feminine ills, sore throat, sore
mouth or inflamed eye3 by simply
dosing the stomach.
But you surely can cure these stubborn
affections by local treatment with

Paxtine Toilet Antiseptic
which destroys the disease germs.checks
discharges, stops pain, and heals the
inflammation and soreness.
Paxtine represents the most successful
local treatment for feminine ills ever
produced. Thousands of women testify
to this fact. 50 cents at druggists..

When Pope Pius Receives.
People who are received
by the
pope must appear In full evening
dress, although the hour is usually at
Send for Free
Box
11 o'clock in the morning.
The outer
entirely.
appeared
Before Their Day.
THE R. PAXTON CO- Boston. Hits.
office
looks
like
good
of
a
that
New
both"My mother was very much,
First Chappie I wonder
now,
York lawyer. A pleasant young sec,
how the donkey ever came to ered with diarrhea before commenc- retary in secular garb meets
the visstomGrape-Nuts- ,
her
because
ing
the
be used as the emblem of stupidity?
All is very simple, not In the
itors.
digest
not
ach was so weak she could
Sioeond Chappie (with
a yawn)
Visitors
must
Grape-Nutshe least
Don't know, I'm sure, deah boy; must her food. Since using
kneel and kiss the pope's band.
is unquestionably the best sheep dip on the
says
she
think
she
don't
t.
well,
Is
and
.
have been before our day.
'
It cures the worst cases of SCAB with-o...
could live without It.
i
injuring
the
wocl.
in
Instantly
soluble
water
Another Triumph for
Ways and Means.
at any temperature. Non poisonous safe.
"It Is a great brain restorer and
So successful has the application of PEOPLE DIE EACH YEAR your dealer hasn't it in stock, write the If
"Hut I do not approve of his ways," nerve builder, for I can sleep as sound
CARBOLIC 80AP CO., NEW YORK CITY.
been In the tratment of
the
pretested the pretty girl.
and undisturbed after a supper .of
In the United States, alone, more than a milsulTrlng from ringworm, that
children
"Never mind about his ways, my Grape-Nutlion
days
when
die yearly from preventable diseases.
as In the old
Metropolitan Asylums Bonrd, Lon"He has I could not realize what they meant the
dear." replied her mother.
to
been
enabled
has
discontinue
don,
Claim,
unlimited
means." Chicago Dally by a "bad stomach."
There Is no
11. s. Pension Bureau.
use of one of the two institutions tells why these atartllng- facta exiat,
the
Ne as.
GOOD
and
nerves
so
medicine
beneficial to
HEALTH is the oldest health journal in the
reserved for such cases.
Whemt, eobnahvla peraera.
brain as a good night's sleep, such as
world, a big handsomely illustrated and ably
His Bait Good Enough.
lutwiuaue anu attuipieo mas.
edited magazine for the home. The price ia one
Mm. Window's
you can enjoy after eating Grape-Nuts.- "
Soothing
SslMrSnau.
Ryrnp.
Si W.S. U4M.HIa-Keeper HI, boy!
dollar a year. Single copies ten cents.
You can't, fish
For children teetbln-- , softens the (riimi, reduce!
allajra pain, cura wind cullu. 23c a bout.
Send twenty-fiv- e
centa and this advertisement
here without a permit
for a trial three months' subscription.
Name given by Postum Co., Battle
DEFIANCE STARCH
Hoy Well, I'm
gttlng.. ot well Creek,
A wasted opportunity never comes
Mich.
GOOD HEALTH PUBLISHING COMPANY,
enough with a worm!
W, N. U., DENVER, NO. 35, 1906.
back for a second trial.
"There's a reason."
BATTLI CREEK, MICH.
-
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-
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CHARLIE'S

STARCHED

SHIRT.

shirt was so Btiff that it would
stand alone.
All
our
chafflna
amounted to nothing, as the only reply we could get out of Charlie was
that he was doing Just as he had seen
Marni do at home. The shirt staod
for several days against the polo at
the back of the hut. Charlie asked
for a pass one day to go to town. He
had managed to get on the Bhirt and
to nx himself up pretty sprucely foi

(jri PfTCn
Els

raent. The utilization of the enormous
horsepower now going to waste in thi JLLCVs 1
country, says the New Orleans Times-Democrat, would add much to the naPALATABLE
tional wealth and cheapen one of the
DISHES
most generally used products of the
country.
Mr. Rossi, an American
engineer, has estimated that the now
UTILIZING

WASTE

GASES.

his expected visit, and was waiting Economy Practiced In Germany Is
for his piss, when suddenly an orYet to Be Learned in This Country.
As an Article of Soldier Toilet It Was der came for brigade
drill in heavy
Success.
a
Not
marching order. There was no help
In Germany a revolution is in prog
for Charlie.
He tried to evade the ress in the direction of the replacing
Charlie G. and George F. were two order, but the sergeant was too sharp of steam driven
machinery by gas en
ct theoddest boys we had in Com- for him, and he had to go out without gines, which consume
the gases escappany K, and the most successful for time to take oft his shirt. For soma ing from
blast furnaces and coke
egars sometimes too successful of- unfortunate reason or other the gen- ovens,
such utilization of power havtentimes carrying off things they had eral was unusually cros3 that day, ing already been applied
to about
no earthly use for several miles, and and gave us a very severe drill. Fiof the coke producing capacity
got
not,
they
if
tired
as
likely
nally,
forming
as
iuEt
the brigade in a square, of Germany.
of the load, dropping it on the way he ordered double quick around, and
The economy which is being so genand leaving it, says a writer in tho when we got around all of us were In erally practiced in Germany
is almost
went
they
a
Once
good
lively
Tribune.
marching
sweat.
On
American
unknown in this country, as it is in
out and were gone two days, no one Into camp tho colonel dismissed us Great Dritain, but
the British having
knew where. Late in the afternoon of without the usual parade, and we got begun economy in
Wales, it is to bo
supper
for
boy3
two
of
and
went
day
to
the
bed,
the
best
second
the
presumed
that
the
coal and coke
us
years
18
of
completely
tired out. Some time plants of
neither was more than
the
States will not
ag; toiled wearily into camp with a in the night Charlie waked us all up lag behind in United
this progressive movo- load they might have gone twice for. to help him get that darned shirt off.
The
by
which
arms,
starch
had
moistened
become
They had besides their
the excessive perspiration and stuck
thoy never went without, an
ioned Franklin stove, complete with to him all over like tar. We succeed
an oven, the necessary frying pan ed at last In getting it off, though at
Omaha has the only post office In
the expense of considerable skin and
nets, kettles, stove-pipeetc, and a fair assortment of crockery more profanity, greatly to the ainise-men- t the country that can trace errors In
of the boys. Charlie was so the distribution of mail in such a way
to match, the whole slung on two
poles they had cut in the woods wroth that he immediately made up that the clerk who makes the misNever was the result of a foraging ex a fire in the stove and burned the take can be Identified. This is done
pedition more welcome, a9 wa Just shirt, but It was a long time before through a device Invented by J. P.
needed a good stove to make ins com- he heard tho last of that "blled shirt." Connor, an Omaha man, who has been
fortable in our winter quarters, though Poor Charlie, who was a brave lad, a mall clerk in the local office for 19
now sleeps in the sunny south, but
what on earth Charlie they were his I
years.
shall never forget him.
pet selection wanted with tho flatIt is an implement which will probirons we could not guess. Charlie
WATCHING A GREAT FIGHT.
ably be used by tho post office departof
had also obtained a complete suit
ment throughout the country exactly
clothing, and regarded them with spe
Interesting Reminiscence of Battle as it is used in Omaha at the present
cial pride. After we had successfully
Une. As soon as the patent papers
Between Alabama and Kearsarge.
finished the disagreeable Job of put
ting up the stove and fitting the pipes
The lamous fight between the con
a thing we had never succeeded in
and the
Alabama
doing at home without the help of a federate ship
States cruiser Kearsarge,
woman Charlie washed himself, and, United
in
going away for a few moments, soon which took place off Cherbourg
strutted back rigged out In as mar 1864, was witnessed by a Mrs. Fells,
velous a Buit as ever met our wonder author of "Foreign Courts and forHer father was
ing eyes. The neatness of the fit eign Homes."
at Cherbourg in the service
would have done honor to a Chatham
Thrt Ala
street Jew, for, while Charlie was of the British government.
rather diminutive in size, the suit had bama came into port to coal and reevidently been made for a giant. A fit, and the Kearsarge Boon followed.
Capt. Semmes, of the Alabama, was
a hero in the eyes of the young worn- i..n, and he was much amused at her
abuse of the federal vessel. Capt.
Semmes knew that the Kearsarge
and
had tun him to the ground,
would fight him In any case, so he
sent a challenge for a fair combat
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Box-Add- itions

Oat meal and corn mush can b3
easily prepared by aid of the hay bo c
without danger of burning. Take an
inchei
wooden box three or four
larger on every side than the kettle
be used. Line it with several thicknesses of newspaper or brown wiai-pinpaper. Put in the bottom tinea
or four inches of hay, set the empty
kettle in and puck hay around it to
the top of the kettle. This will be
permanent, or until the hay needs
changing on account of carelessness
Remove
In spilling anything on it.
the kettle, put Into it whatever is to
bo cooked, boil on range or gas until
iron annually manufactured In
thoroughly
heated through. Cover
remove
it will be seen that the waste closely, and while boiling
quickly to the hay box. Have a bag
is enormous.
filled with hay to fit the box. Cover
with that, close down lid and do not
open for several hours.
OAT MEAL. One and a half cups
rolled oats, five cups boiling water,
the check Is only used upon letter?.
Boil on
Although the device Is comparative- two scant teaspoons salt.
ly simple, it required ten years to de- range, stirring constantly about ten
velop it. Mr. Connor originally ex- minutes, or until it begins tothlck.Mi.
CORN MEAL. One cup corn meal,
perimented with a check attached tc
the thumb of tho left hand. This four and a half cups boiling water,
marked the letters effectively, but as one level tcaspoonful salt. Pour boil
the thumb is much used in distrib- ing water Into the meal, stirring conuting mail, a check of that character stantly to prevent lumps. Let it boil
mada it impossible to "throw mill" up hard, remove to hay box for four
with any degree of speed. In the im- or five hours. Pour into bread tin,
proved Implement, attached to the ard slice and fry for breakfast next
hand like a corn husking peg, all ol morning.
Use
RICE BRITTLE.
PUFFED
the former difficulties have been ovet
recipe for butterscotch, and when
,
come.
dwne stir in three cups of puffed rice
and spread on buttered dish to cool.
PUREE OF CORN Save one pint
of water In which corn has been
boiled the day before, also one ear
of corn. Cut the corn from the cob
Into the water, scrape thoroughly, add
a pint of milk, also a rounded tablespoon of flour and butter blended.
Let it come to a boll and season w ith
saltspoon of salt.
Paro
TOMATOES AND CORN.
ripe tomatoes and ' cut Into small
pieces. Stew until nearly soft, then
as much raw corn
add
shaved from the cob, and cook ten
minutes, more or less, If the corn Is
To one quart
very young or tender.
cups
of tomato and one and
of corn add a rounded teaspoon of
sugar, a level teaspoon of salt, a
of pepper and a level tablespoon of butter and serve hot.
TOMATO FIGS. The figs should
be made from the small yellow pear
INK
tomatoes because their shape and
texture arc much like real figs. Pour
)
'
boiling water over them and let stand
a few minutes, drain and peel. Weigh
Automatic Checking Device for Letters.
and put them In a deep bowl with an
The circular arm which holds tho equal weight of susar. Let stand two
are Issued, the value of the "error
check" will be demonstrated to the check in place upon the pack of let days, pour off the sirup which must
post office general, although numerous ters is made of a clock spring. Tho be boiled and Bklmmed until perfectly
attempts have been made to invent a marking wheel Is like a small pulley clear. Pour over the tomatoes am
similar device, there was never one with two small pieces of aluminum to let stand two days as before. Boil
hold It In place. The inking pad U and skim the sirup again. After this
before that worked satisfactorily.
the third time tho
This one, explains the Omaha another small wheel, which turns ai has been
is
dry if the weather
figs are fit
,
Is so light that a clerk the marking wheel turns.
rainy,
But if it Is damp
"On this check," said Mr. Connor, good.
scarcely knows it is upon his hand.
dryAs he takes up a pack of letters the "I have worked six months, and whllo let them stand in the sirup
earth-c;- i
check falls Into place upon the top the workmanship on It Is rather crude, ing wrathcr. Spread on larve
plutes, put in the sun to dry,
envelope, and as a letter is pulled out it works with the perfection I had
bewhich will take about a we k. Pack
to go hying Into the distributing case, hoped to attain. Ten years ago I
with : ne susar
it carries a streak across it. This gan to think abaut inventing an error I In small wooden boxes
Injurs.'
between
It Is only recently that.
tattered
but
the
check,
numfigures.
the
If
of
a
line
is
streak
I
In
out
to
accomplished
CREAM.
set
WITh
TOMATOES
what
FRIED
the
is
four,
then
ber of tne clerk
Cut half a dozen good Bzed ripo
.
streak across the envelope will be a vent."
Lmatoes In halves, and put with cut
A Bottle Machine.
line of fours. Each clerk has a cerside down, In a pan. Pour i n a
green
1,
ago
years
a
manuNo.
bottle
for
blue
of
Ink
Fourteen
color
tain
of melted butter a.d cook
for No. 2, purple for No. 3 and so on. facturer, Claude Boucher, In Cognac,
People who have seen colored fig France, was forced to close his fac- fllowly until tender. Set the '.omatoea
ures across the face of a letter have tory by the continuous strikes and ex- on a hot dish and after tr.'j butter
Ho 8at to has browned a little stir in i roundoften wondered how this odd tracery actions of his employes.
happened to be there. The check al- work to invent a machine for the man- ing tablespoon of flour and when well
milk.
ways leaves its mark, no matter how ufacture of bottles. This machine la nixed turn in a cup of
I
fast the letters are distributed. The now in use in various parts of tho Cook three minutes, and ad half a
great advantage of it is that it does country; 250,000 bottles are turned pvel teaspoon or more of Ba t. and a
not in the least Impede the distribu- out by it daily. A single machine little pepper. Pour over the .'.ouutoes
tion of mail Into the cases. However. produces 35,000 bottle3 In 24 hours. au'l serve.
one-ha- lf

old-fas-

NC URIShING
AND
EASILY MADE.

Hay
to the Breakfast Menu New and
Old Ways of Preparing
Tomatoes.

onicu
lurgic industries of the United St? to?
must amount to some millions oi
horsepower, and he believes that an
output of fully one million horsepower
Ul WIUUI1

R
F PI PF S
JALi Ul 1 Liu.

could be maintained continuously.
In converting the millions of tons
of coal turned annually into coke in
of the weight,
this country
goes off in the form of escaping gases,
of which experiments have shown
could be used in
that about
gas engines. In the operation of blast
Turnaces Mr. Rossi calculates that:
from 30 to 35 horsepower could be ob
tained from the gases which escape in
the manufacture of a single ton of pig
iron, and when either of these figures
is multiplied by the tonnage of pis

n

one-fift-

'

one-fourt-

Automatic Checking Device for Letters.

flat-iron-

neutral waters outside the Cherbourg breakwater. On receiving the
challenge, the Kearsarge put out to
sea.
The spectators thought it was
afraid to fight, but it had only gone
outside to wait.
That night tho young woman was
very
The captain was
miserable.
grave and quiet Turning to her, he
said:
"Little girl, you are crying."
Lter she received a note from
Capt. Semmes, containing an Imlos-ure- ,
and asking her to keep it until
Instructions. If he were killed she
was to post the letter to Paris. If he
lived, he would send her word what
In

to do with it.
The day of the battle a friend of
r
boat at
hers, who had a
lapped
breeches,
corduroy
knee
of
pair
his command, because her husband
of
folds
at the waist,
was an officer In the French army, inthe shadbelliest of waistcoats sug vited the young American girl to go
gested a convenient receptacle to out to the breakwater with her to witCharlie on his promised expeditions ness the engagement. On their way
for the good things which would en- out they rowed as near the Alabama
able us to make the best use of our as possible, and stood up in the ooat
newly acquired stove, a swallow-taileand cheered. The men on the Ala
blue coat with brass buttons which bama cheered back and dipped its
if it was "made for the prince of flag. At half past nine it steamed
Wales," must have been kept for his slowly out, going straight to w'.iero
Sunday suit, for it looked as spick and the Kearsarge waited.
The
span as though just from tho tailor
an English yacht, kept nclir
seemed to bo vainly hunting like a It.
r
for a nail In the ground.
It was a long, tedious time be'ore
Charlie evidently delighted most In they settled to fight. Finally they
patriotic-coloreacquisition, for opened fire. When the smoke cleared
this
he kept ceaselessly turning round and away the Alabama seemed to be makround to display it to us In all its ing for Cherbourg.
Then It began to
glory. A
beaver of am settle, and the gallant ship went down
ple proportions came down over his within 200 yards of the Deerhound,
eyes, and Ills mouth was effectually Its colors flying. Through the powershut up in the folds of an enormous ful telescopes the ladles in the
collar and stock, which obliged him
boat could see the yacht
to hold his head as high as possible, speeding off. They did not know
We had plenty of fun out of Charlie then that it had picked
up Capt.
that day. He had on also a home Semmes and 39 men, and was making
spun
shirt, to which the straight for England.
enormous collar was attached. After
The
boat went to renwearing it for some time as a night der assistance, and the girls did not
shirt, he finally decided to wash it, get off the breakwater until five
We had a general wash day, going out o'clock.
to a creek near by, with a kettle to
When they got bnck to Cherbourg
heat the water. One day, after I had every one was laughing at the
finished, Charlie filled the kettle about
for running away. "Afraid of
half full of water and hung it over smoke," they said. In the evening
the fire to heat. I sat near Jjy busily the captain of an English steamer
whittling at a pipe, waiting for my Just in asked to see the young
clothes to dry. When the water be- southern girl. He said he had passed
came sufficiently heated Charlie pro the Deerhound in the channel, and it
duced a package of starch, and empty had run up signals saying:
"Tell
ing the whole of Its contents Into the Miss Hamond to send the letter to
kettle, stirred it steadily with a stick the post office at Southampton." Thus
until the mixture was at the boiling she knew that Capt. Semmes was
point. Taking the shirt, which he had safe.
just washed, he plunged it Into the
Old Coin Found In Bullock.
pot and stirred It vigorously until he
A sixpence of the reign of Charles
thought it was sufficiently "starched.
He then took it out, and when It was I. was found In the stomach of a bul
Yarut'ith
cool enough wrung it and bung lock killed recently by
When finished the '.England) butcher.
U ud to dry.

The Shirt Stuck to Him Like Tar.
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In Olden Days.

SHE WANTED TO TEST HIS

HERO-ISM-

Mark Antony was so busy making
love to Cleopatra that he forgot the
departure of the camel express.
"Well, that settles It," he growled.
"Now I am going to miss that poker
game down In Rome."
Then he smiled.
"Oh, well," he continued philosophically, "I guess I am Just as well oil
here In Egypt holding one queen.
And Cleopatra was so pleased she
blushed like a summer girl. Chicago

.

Care of the Piano.
A piano when new should

li tune J

one

a month; the longer ar. iostru-trou- t
remains untuned, the liwer Its
He had been courting the girl for a pltiji becomes; it is a comnvm error
long time. It happened on Sunday to t .link a piano should remain in tuna
night after church. They were sitting at l.aast a year.
on the sofa, and she looked with In
Baneful Bacilli In Churcl.
effable tenderness into his noble blui
eyes.
Tho baneful bacilli now go to
"Tom," sho murmured,
with a cti'rch, it appears. .According to
tremor In her voice, "didn't you tell Tli British Medical Journal, tro piws
W-wonme onco you would be willing to do ar) crowded with them.
any act of heroism for my sake?"
der whether this explains wh7 fj.en
"Yes, Mary, and I gladly reitera'.e stv away. London Globe.
N3WS.
that Btatement now," he replied, in
Appetizing Luncheon DisP.
confident tones. "No noble Roman ol
In Vain.
Eaked eggs wtih cheese mal eii nn
old was fired with a loftier ambition,
"Why don't you write something a braver resolution, than I."
appetizing luncheon dish. To.'tut as
original?" asked the editor.
"Well, Tom, I want you to do some nmy slices of bread as required. Mix
gr.i'ed cheese to a paste with milk
"What's the use?" replied the au- thing really heroic for me."
thor. "If I do my friends merely ask
"Speak, darling! What Is it?"
enl spread over the toast
me why I don't write something In"Ask me to be your wife. We'v In a baking pan, break an egg ever
teresting." Cassell's Journal.
ea':h slice, sprinkle with more cisse
been fooling long enough."
an 1 place in a hot even until the eggs
Yet Once Again.
are set.
Useful.
"Where are you going, my pretty maid?"
Knicker Has Subbubs been
kind sir," ihe laid.
"I'm goln
For the Invalid.
with his garden?
"May I go with you, my pretty maid?"
A fan rnrinkle' vlth toilet amrumla
Bocker Yes; I think be must have "1 don't fish with clams, kind air," ibi will give a wonderfully
refreshing
aid.
raised enough cabbages to smoke. N.
breeze to the hot weather suffer r.
-Chicago
Tribune.
Y. Sun.
Art-fus-

Tit-Bit-

Monday is Labor Day.

Mrs. Valverdo, her niece, Miss
Society Events.
DR. W. VV. CHILTON.
Iren
Baer and Otto Meuger left V
Mr. and Mrs. W. B. Plunket
The home of Mr. and Mrs. F.P
Miss
Thursday for Pueblo.
were in from the ranch Wed.
was the scene of an enTiernie
Furniture,
Irene to enter school and Mrs.
Mrs.. Watson, from Mineral was
joyable reception Saturday even- NFAV SANITARIUM BLD'G.
Valverdo and Mr. Mengor to
Mattings,
BOOMS H 4 10 OP HTAIHK,
in town Friday.
ing, complimentary to Miss Elizrustieato in the hope of improvMouldings.
visiting
Miss Neva Slack left Thursday ing Mr, Monger's health which abeth Tierney who is
Cabinet
and repair work neatly
for Denver, t; outer the Denver is in a most deplorable condition. here from Denver. Whist was
and promptly done.
evening,
stven
game
of
the
the
Conservatory of Music.
Sum Smith uml Man Hijjlilill, of
tables being run. Mrs. Harry JIIV8ICIAT AND SUHGKON. Latest Styles Lowest Prices
.
nuiey, were in nsuiHiiif business ill
Special Attention G ven to
Miss. Lena Wolford loaves !..
llerron won the ladies' prize and
the hind olllee lure Saturdav,
DISEASES OF WOMEN.
Monday to entoc the Denvor ConV.r. Cal l Eld und the gentlemen's
OaV, Hourl.
Wallace Carnahan made a buslh'ui i ana 7 lo 9 p. M.
servatory of Music.
Ideal summer refreshments Were
to. Trinidad Tuesday.
trip
iness
Mrs. (iivens and littlo sons
served at 1:2 I'. M'. after winch
The Ladies Aid of ih,
llaptist the guosts (lam ed until the wee
their
on
Friday
Clapton
in
kere
CONTRACTOR &
I1R, IS DEL D. ISNE
chuirlv will meet Tuesday, S,.;i 4,
Mr ay to Dallas
where the little with Mis. J. M. f,)X, A' ;u.L. t.or. small hours.
BUILDER
PHYSICIAN and SURGEON
boys will attend school.
diallr invited
Mr. and Mrs. !. L, Marsh en
Plans and specifications furCountry Calls Answered.
Miss Lyda Thompson was up n. nurin s ana son Akie, r. turn- - tertained Tuesday evening at a
nished for all kinds of work.
d:u-Miuidiiy, to their delightful dinner in honor of Mi
from Amarillo to spend Sunday ed via. tliU
CFFICE AT RtSMtNOB,
CLAYTON N.
Country work solicited.
hume uti Kenton from Kansas, where
Donitx.
with her patents.
they have Wen uarkeiiinir hosns.
WIIXIAM UUMK ItUOWN.
N. M.
The Methodist Ladies Aid met understand they closed our. at a (.'ood
(Sregory i.nd Willartl Berry
with Mrs T. S. Snyder Wednes- lnee.
were the hosts at an enjoyable
...
r
day afternoon. A largo attendinipj tnuynei
hi lenlon has lieen ft lawn party on Wednesday evenCKFK'K SWONl) FUH)Ii
ance and an excellent lime is re- fiU'cr Inner in his niarliec
the ing. The young people played
in
pist week.
OTTO UUILWNC.
port;
traincs ou the lawn by the light
.Mr. and .Mi. Monty, iiivoir.punled
of the August moon, and enjoyed
and Miss Susie
Mrs. IdaLo
Vieir relatives, this far Wednesday,
,
tin) dainty refresh-Montthat ticuiar, of which the education
Melton leave tomorrow for
who aMi r a sewi ai. wvek's visit with
of the youth is the most im
llioro.
...... r .i :k.
were
N. M. where they will teach Hw. I).
served
in, in. iii
near ivenion are re- portant.
t iriiinjr Id their lioin in Illinois.
t:iis winter.
When Mrs. ChiU'lton and he
Camp House in Connection.
.Mi.ss Uinni l.ordof Kfiiton, started daughters issue invitations their
Miss Victoria (Samel departed
Folsom
Items.
liedsid,'
to
the
of l,cr sister, who lived friends are always sure of a de
Plume No. lit : : : : Clavum N. M.
Tuesday r.hrht for Soccoro X. M.
in
hut on
I'olsem was treated to ;i speelmmlar
Clayton
entertainuiein.
Thisaf
lightful
several
a
for
visit
to
sister
Thursday sb.- leurm-iscene .Sunday evening when n freight
of her
months.
death and ivinrned to her home. Our ternoon between thirty live and train eame rushing into town with its
guests are en joying their eainKiM' iilhv. The north hound pas
Mr. Pi r thill wi s called to sympathy is e.v.ended to the father, fortv
sister and brothers, in tin their
hospitality at their beautiful sub senger was held up nearly an hour un
Texas tl. is week to the bedside
til the lire wa i gotten under eontrol
urban home.
of his mother who is very ill.
We are sorry to learn that V. V..
Mr. Ifuck Miller sullVred a
A gay party composed of tin Karriiiv.tin
Mrs. 1). B. Messenger's nioth-v'- most iiainful
is going to leave us. He
Can make quick stiles if price,
accidental the raiu h Misses Minnie (lehagan, Mabl exiieets to open
a law olliee ut, Clay
arrived Thursday inoniinr for Saturday while branding
is satisfactory,, of the following
tv.lves. Walton, Elizabeth Tiernev, and ton, Mr. Farrington had estahlished
a visit wit'i her daughter.
He threw a calf atrainsl li',s knee
properties:
a
while
quite
practiee
we
are
here and
Susie iSnyder: and Messrs. Pact
Hev. II. Q. Moi ton left, Thurs-da- dislocati.igil. witli characteristic (iriium, Everett, and .lohnson lire Clayton tvill prolit by our loss.
Cool Lands,
niijht. for Blooinii)ton and grit he pulled the joint back in are anticipating an old fashioned
The sehool trustees are improving
Timber Lands,,
Other' points in Illinois, for a, place and 'tried the calf again hay ride, tomorrow evening by the sehool property by putting down
well,
in
a
Grazing Lands,
putting
new
and
furniture
short Vs,si! with relatives after dislocating it a second time, he the light of the harvest nioon.
making needed repairs.
Mining Properties,
Vhtc-- h w5l ,') to Rochester, again replaced it and mounted
We are i';lad to report that Mrs
Mrs. Ur. north is Inn ing a
X, Y.y to "enter the Theological his horse to round up some fracColonization Lands.
Creighton is improving hut ot yet
Seminary for the coining term. tious animals when a too great week's end house party.
out of danger
Properties must bo large and of
Morris Johnson has returned pressure of the injured limb on
There seems to he tl lioivse famine in
New
Opened.
established value. Several milMarket
it a third
s
town ut present. One of our new
from two week's visit with his t'.ie stirrup dis!o-ate- d
lion dollars ready for investII. Pruns of Denver, a butcher
time. Air. Miller then thought
whole day looking for a
put in
home people in Omaha, Neb.
ment.
it was time to consult a physician of twenty ycais experience, will house and at last reports had not
found
any.
I and Srrint Rniinht and KnM
Mr. and Mrs. Yates, of Farm so he accordingly
WW.caine to town. open a city market at the Old
I
J '
What vt need i. il liiiwlt'i-- lmtf.1
gut Iowa, who have been visitihir However it would take more than Yost Stand, Monday, September,
building and a few more good resi- - HUGO SEAUEIJG,
Mrs. Yates brother, Mr. A. C. a dislocated knee to keep Jlm-l.'ird.
Everything new, ('lean, denee.s.
KATON, N. M.
Thompson, left for their home in bed so he cripples about
town and fresh, r.nd the best quality
now eight tents up over in
There
tire
the first of the week.
We "Tent City" and we
on crutches making light of his the market can produce.
are told another
goods
in
expect
to buy our
quanfamily thinks of mtttiijj up more.
Rev. .1. ( Chapitu, of Teni e accident.
ml
Ariz., formerly pastor of the First
mere wnii, oe a mass meetiii" tities and for cash, thereby se- Mvssrs. Tiinmons Son mid fami
Baptist Church of tl iis place will or the democrats of this precinct curing them at a great discount, lies extieet to move to ('lavton in tin
deliver a sermon at the Biptist at the courthouse on inondav we also expect to ship all, but near future.
Church here Wednesday evening night, the third of September the most perishable goods, by
LIVE STOCK NOIES.
AND
September nth.
Kev. Chapin A largo attendance of those o freight and will give; our customIvast and Lee Kasley sidd
Shuford
FUNERAL
DIRECTOR.
will ho in Clayton but one day mat aim is requested inasmuch ers the henottt of the siving. V.O head of fat cows to Trinidad
We will carry the finest line butchers,
Have
all
Modern
and his many friends will have as matters of importance are to
Equipment with a,
delivered Wednesday. I'piee
Hearse Always Heady.
of groceries, the tenderest meats, 2.'i.(K) per head.
the opportunity of shaking hands be considered, i '
W. T., II. and Pdley Hughes sold CALLS l'HO.Ml'TLY ANSWERED.
the freshest fruits and vegetables
:
with him.
..1..
is eanassiiiy Western
tiilil
und 4 year old strers to llutehe PHONE SO 14
all
at
lowest
the
prices.
CUyiONN.M.
Mr. and Mrs. Chris. ):: have Oklahoma und Tex us inhe interotof
son K'ansa.s feeders.
I'riee
pi
Call and oo us.
the lay ton Land Co. This t u.vilin.i
made arrangements to spend Hie
head.
eonipany are trcttig into the reale.-ta- h
have started a city
Claekwell Co. will shi
winter in Denver where the mildness in earnest.
Opening Day Monday
1,
'inn
wetiiers
to
the
Arkansas
to
river
young peoplo will attend school.
September 3rd.
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